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Sleigh Bells Ring, Are You Listening?
An in-depth look at Active Americans and their spending plans for the coming holiday season

5 Things to Know About Holiday 2009

1. Planned household spending on sports, recreation and
fitness gifts among Active Americans is up 13% from last 
year to $568 versus $503 in 2008.  

2. Seventy-one percent of Active Americans plan to purchase 
snowsport apparel for people on their list this holiday
season. Almost half (49%) are planning to pick up 
athletic/fitness apparel for themselves while shopping.  

3. Outdoor Specialty Chain Stores and Online options top 
the list of where Active Americans plan on doing their 
holiday shopping for sports, recreation and fitness
merchandise this holiday season.

4. Discounts, raffles, package deals and lessons are the
top promotions Active Americans are hoping to see
from retailers.

5. Looking beyond the holidays, 31% of Active Americans 
plan on spending more over the next 12 months on 
sports, recreation and fitness products and services than 
they did over the last 12 months. 

5 Lessons for Business

1. The consumer spending “freeze” is beginning to thaw.  
Active Americans will be out shopping this holiday season 
for their loved ones and themselves.

2. Deals on Snowsport Apparel should bring the Active 
consumer inside, where promotions on other apparel
and gear will tempt them to make additional purchases
for themselves.

3. With shoppers out spending this holiday season, competi-
tion among retailers will be fierce.  Retailers that play to 
their strengths in areas such as cross-promoting a broad 
selection of merchandise or providing expert knowledge 
will have a leg up in the battle for consumers' dollars. 

4. Having trouble coming up with a new promotion this 
year?  Check out page 10 for some quick ideas or request 
the full Holiday Report from LTG for the suggestions from 
our Active American respondents.  

5. 2009 was a challenging year across the board.  2010 looks 
to be better.  High unemployment is still a wildcard, but 
Active Americans are optimistic.  Keeping a close eye on 
inventory levels will be key.
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About the
LeisureTRAK® Report

It is beginning to look a lot like Christmas for sport retailers.
There are a couple of very good reasons for optimism. The
first is that the average uber-sport participant will spend $65
more than last year for gifts, and the second is the uber-sport
household will spend an average of $568 on sport, recreation
or fitness merchandise compared to the average American
household spend of $276. 

We estimate that the uber-sport buyer will spend an extra
$2.7 billion this holiday season compared to last. So if you
are a retailer, how do you get them through your doors?

These consumers are pretty clear about the experience they
are looking for to motivate them to buy. The previous 12-
months have been doom and gloom so make holiday shop-
ping fun. Hold special events and conduct raffles, random
giveaways and keep the ambiance and your sales people
upbeat.

Combine fun with knowledge. Free classes, lessons, visits 
by local and national sport personalities, product demos, try
before you buy are just some of the ways of imparting wis-
dom and creating traffic. Consumers are thirsting to know
more and willing to invest the time to gain the knowledge. 

Do not forget the social aspects of retail. If you want a
younger customer in your store make shopping social. When
you bring in that expert to talk about the foot, the knee, the
way to tackle ice or how to stay on your feet in the outback
surround the events with a chance for customers to talk with
other customers. 

Young adults whether paired, married or single are lonely.
They are saying it is not as easy as college to get to meet oth-
ers. One way to get to know someone is to have something
in common and what is better than a sport? Think of hold-
ing contests such as Trivial Pursuit type games during shop-
ping sprees with prizes to winners. Use traffic builders that
attract young people.

The key to building traffic for any age group is lower pricing.
While sport-ubers are willing to spend more in total they
will be searching out the best deals and values they can find.
Price to sell because the recession is not over and neither is
the hang-over.

Get your web site address on all your printed material and
think of ways of getting all the new and old customers that
walk your store and buy your inventory to register on-line to
win the Superb Prize. Make it a contest where you can use
your customer's words in your advertising and on the
Internet. Maybe the Best Deal I Found at Murray's Ski and
Bike Emporium. 

Read this issue of the LeisureTrak cover to cover for ideas that
excite you and find out how to better plan for the holidays.
Above all, have a great and prosperous holiday and let's work
together to make 2010 the huge economic rebound year.

— Jim Spring
President, Leisure Trends  

From the President’s Desk

Ring up the Holidays
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Most Active Americans Panel (MAAP)

The Leisure Trends Group's Most Active Americans Panel is drawn from a database of over 2.8 million highly

active sports and outdoor recreation enthusiasts.  Our MAAP panellists are actively involved in over 72

sports and recreation activities.  As a group, they are affluent, engaged and purchase outdoor apparel and

equipment at twice the rate of the general population.  This unique consumer panel provides our clients

with unrivalled consumer research opportunities through surveys, advisory panels, one-on-one interviews

and focus groups.  This exclusive panel includes hard-to-find enthusiasts of outdoor sports, snow sports and

travel activities. Contact Leisure Trends Group today to put this powerful panel to work for you!

What’s the holiday forecast for sports, recreation
and fitness products and services?

This edition of LeisureTRAK focuses on the results of our annual holiday survey conducted among members of
our exclusive Most Active Americans Panel™ (MAAP™). We included some of the same questions in our fall fielding of
the LeisureTRAK survey to enable comparisons between general population Americans and Active Americans.  

Household Holiday Gift Spending
on Sport/Fitness/Recreation products
0              200          400            600             800

General

Population
$276

MAAP $568

Active Americans Household Holiday Gift
Spending on Sport/Fitness/Recreation
2009 vs. 2008
0              200          400            600             800

2008

2009 $568

Active Americans Lead the Way
Active Americans plan on spending more than twice as
much as the average American on sports, recreation and
fitness products and services this holiday season.

Optimism for Holiday 2009
Active Americans are feeling more optimistic this year
about the coming holiday season than they did in 2008. 
On average, Active Americans plan to spend $65 (or 13%)
more this holiday season on sports, recreation and fitness
products and services than their estimated spend before last
year's holiday season.

$503
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Snowsport Apparel Tops
Holiday Shopping Lists

Seventy-one percent of all Active Americans plan to
purchase snowsports apparel for someone on their
holiday list this season. Electronic devices (58%) and
athletic/fitness apparel (51%) also rank high.  Camping
equipment and accessories and outdoor apparel top the list
of what Active Americans hope to receive this year.

Purchase plans and wish list

Holiday season (Among MAAP)

Snowsports apparel

Electronic devices/instruments (GPS,

altimeters, heart rate monitors)

Athletic/fitness apparel

Outdoor Apparel

Camping equipment and accessories

Bicycle accessories (Panniers, helmets)

Fishing equipment and accessories

Athletic/fitness equipment

Bikes

Outdoor footwear

Athletic/fitness footwear

Snowsports accessories

Golf equipment & accessories

Bicycle apparel

Running footwear

Snowsports equipment

Surf/skate/equipment & accessories

71% 19% 20%

58% 17% 36%

51% 49% 32%

27% 45% 41%

18% 31% 43%

17% 20% 21%

16% 19% 19%

14% 31% 29%

12% 12% 24%

11% 28% 24%

10% 34% 17%

9% 14% 15%

9% 8% 11%

9% 16% 17%

8% 40% 19%

8% 12% 22%

6% 4% 5%

Plan to purchase

for someone else

Plan to purchase

for myself

On my wishlist

Market Opportunity:

Almost half (49%) of Active Americans plan to purchase
athletic/fitness apparel for themselves this season, while
45% are looking for outdoor apparel and 40% plan on
purchasing running shoes.  Effective merchandising and
promotions geared around the purchase of multiple items
will encourage consumers to buy for themselves while
they are out buying gifts for others.
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Specialty Chain Stores and Online are Top Channels this Season

0          10 20 30 40

Where MAAP Consumers Plan to Shop
for Sports/Recreation/Fitness Products

Outdoor specialty

chain store

2008       2009

Online

Catalog/mail order company

Department store

Craigs list/Ebay/second hand stores

Other

Sporting goods chain store

Independent outdoor specialty stores

26%
26%

15%
16%

11%
14%

14%
12%

6%
4%

6%
3%

3%
4%

3%
3%

Mass merchandise/

Discount store

Market Opportunity:

Good news for outdoor specialty stores: Active Americans
should be arriving with shopping lists and cash in hand.
Discounts, package deals and expert talks/demonstrations
are just some of the ways to draw these shoppers into
your store.  See page 10 for more ideas.

Outdoor Specialty Chain Stores top the list of where
Active Americans plan on doing most of their holi-
day shopping for sports, recreation and fitness prod-
ucts (26% of planned expenditures) this year.

The Online channel and Independent Outdoor Specialty
Stores show the biggest increases over last year for where
Active Americans plan to do their shopping.  Department
Stores show the largest decline versus 2008. 

17%
19%
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Market Opportunity:

Gift cards are a hot item again this year.  Promoting
them will help keep cash registers ringing well into the
New Year!

Gift Cards Galore!

Gift Cards are a highly desired item this holiday
season, as nearly 80% of Active Americans have a card to an
Independent Outdoor Specialty Store on their wish list!  

Nearly as many are dreaming of a gift card to a Sporting
Goods Chain Store (73%).  

A smaller, but still significant percentage of Active Americans
are planning on purchasing these gift cards for others

When purchasing retail gift cards, Active Americans plan on
spending between $25 and $49 (39%), or $50-$99 (27%).  

Only 16% report they do not plan on purchasing retail gift
cards this year. 

Gift Card to Sporting Goods
Chain Store
0            20 40 60 80 100

Plan to

purchase for

someone else
48%

On my wish list 73%

0            20 40 60 80 100

Plan to

purchase for

someone else

40%

On my wish list 79%

Gift Card to Independent
Specialty Store
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Home for the Holidays...

Forty percent of Active Americans will stay at
home during the holiday season. Another 20%
plan on traveling by car less than 50 miles to be with
friends and family.  Just 14% plan to travel by air for
vacation or to be with friends and family at their
homes.

Taking a Break

The majority of Active Americans plan on tak-
ing at least a few days off during the holiday
season, with 41% planning to take six or more days
leave.  

Sixteen percent are planning a significant two week
vacation from the daily work routine!

Travel Plans for the
Holiday Season

Spend it at home with
just the members of

my household

Spend it at home with
friends/family hosted in my home

18%

0     10%   20% 30%

Travel by car less than 50 miles

to spend time with friends/family

in their home

Travel by car more than 50 miles to

spend time with friends/family in

their home

22%

Travel by car more than 50 miles
to vacation with friends/family

20%

Travel by air to vacation with
friends/family

14%

8%

5%

9%
Travel by air to spend time with

friends/family in their home

4%
Other

Vacation Days During Holiday Season

More than 10

6-10

1-5

None

16%

0     10%   20% 30% 40% 50%

25%

40%

19%
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All I Want For…
A vacation (13%) and a ski & snowboard related
item (13%), which includes apparel, passes, lessons and
equipment, are the top-rated sports, recreation or fitness gifts
desired by Active Americans this holiday season.

In their own words…..

“Mountain bike: hard tail 29" wheels xc.”

“Keen Newport Sandles”

“Brunton Liberty lantern.”

“New Axis wakeboard boat.”

“Backpacking sleeping bag or water filter.”

“A North Face women's down jacket.”

Reasons why include:
“Went snowboarding last year for
the first time and loved it. Want to
do it more and more this season.”   

“You can never have too much 
fishing gear!”

#1 On My Wish List

Vacation

Ski & snowboard

0     5%   10% 15% 20%

Bicycle gear

Apparel (unspecified)

& shoes

Home gym equipment

Boat/Kayak/Canoe

Fishing gear

Hunting &
shooting gear

13%

13%

7%

6%

4%

4%

4%

4%

3%

3%

2%

Tent

Golf equipment

Backpack

If Santa Disappoints...
If Active Americans don't receive their wish-list
item, they plan to go out and buy it!

The Item on My List I Can’t Live Without
(I Will Buy it if I Don’t Get It)

Bicycle gear

0 5% 10% 15%

Ski & snowboard

GPS

Fishing gear

Golf equipment

Camping gear

Home gym
equipment

10%

9%

8%

7%

5%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

Hunting & shooting gear

Kayak

Apparel (unspecified)

& shoes
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For the kiddies...
Ski & snowboard related items (12%), bicycle gear
(10%) and soccer equipment (9%) are the top items
Active Americans plan on buying for kids on their
list. Basketball equipment (6%) and apparel & shoes (5%)
are also high on their purchasing lists this year.

Planning to Buy for
Children on My List

Ski & snowboard

0 5% 10% 15%

Soccer equipment

Basketball equipment

Apparel (unspecified) &

shoes

Vacation

Swimming

Sleeping bag

12%

10%

9%

6%

5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

4%

Camping

Baseball equipment

Bicycle gear

3%

3%

3%

3%

Football equipment

Hunting &
shooting gear

Hockey equipment

Fishing gearMarket Opportunity:

Parents aren't the only ones buying for kids.  Often it's
the grandparents, aunts and uncles who have the
cash to get the younger family members outfitted and
introduced to their favorite sport or activity.  Don't forget
about these important shoppers in your holiday
marketing plans.

Reasons why range from the desire to get

kids outside and active…

“They have so many toys- sporting goods are great
gifts and encourage being active.”

“Our kids are very active and we like to expose them
to as many sports as possible. We also like them [to]
play along with us.”

to getting them set up for the family sports…

“We take them skiing a lot and it's cheaper and easi-
er to buy than rent.”

“To help build their own camping supplies.”

“They are old enough now at 5 and 6 to ride with me
on rails to trails.”

or the practical need to replace outgrown

supplies…

“They out grew their old ones.”

and the desire to teach kids about the world

around them.

“To see family and experience skiing in Colorado.”
“Travel and exploration is high on our list for a broad
education and awareness of the world.”
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Driving Traffic My Way
Active Americans were asked what promotion they
would create to drive people like themselves into outdoor
specialty stores for the holiday season. 

Over a quarter listed a variety of discounts, sales or
lowered prices.  

Nineteen percent would like to see different types of
giveaways or raffles for equipment, lift tickets, vacations, etc.  

Package deals, lessons or classes for free and demon-
strations by experienced adventurers were also suggested.

Promotions/Packages/Events Most
Enticing for this Holiday Season

Discount/sale/lower prices

Giveaways/raffles

26%

0     10%   20% 30%

Package deals

Free classes/Lessons

19%

Buy one, get one free/reduced

10%

Experts/demonstrations

9%

8%

8%

4%30%-50% off

3%25% or less off

2%Rentals/try before you buy

In their own words…..

“Buy a bike, upgrade components for half
off. Basically real deals for buying quanti-
ty. Raffles are also good for indie shops
because the odds of winning are better
than at chains.”

“Open House Event with deep discounts

and professional services/guest speakers,

one night only!!!”

“A door buster i.e. one item at a ridiculous-
ly low price - multiple items but one day
only for any one of them. Keep you coming
back. Other promotion, spend say $150 and
get an equal or lesser for 50% off.”

“Evening lectures by professionals with

small gear give-aways.”

“With purchase of big ticket item (e.g.
bike, kayak) I'm offered either several free
lessons with an instructor or given a gift
card in order to buy myself the accessories
needed for the equipment. Like a life
jacket, helmet, paddle.” 
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Some Good News for Sports & Recreation
Shopping in 2010!
Compared to the last 12 months, 31% of Active
Americans plan to spend “more” or “much more”,
on sports, recreation and fitness products and services over
the next 12 months.  These plans are shared by 24% of the
general population.

Half of all Active Americans and almost half of the
general population (47%) plan on spending the same
amount over the next 12 months as they did this past year.  

Just 18% of Active Americans and 19% of the gener-
al population say they will spend “Less” or “Much less.”

Move It and Lose It Next year!
Sports-related goals overwhelmingly top Active
Americans' New Year's Resolutions.  

Thirty-four percent list things such as “Complete a
century bike ride”, “Hit 5.12”, and “Hike more often.”  

Losing weight is the next most common resolution at
16%.  

In total, half of all New Year's Resolutions revolve
around physical activity, either through athletic accom-
plishments or with the intention of increasing activity for
weight loss.

Spending Plans Next 12 Months on
Sports/Recreation/Fitness products

More/much more

than last year

24%

0     10%   20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Approximately the

same as last year

Less/much less

than last year

31%

47%

50%

19%

18%

General population
MAAP

Top New Year’s Resolutions (MAAP)

Sports related goal

Lose weight

Monetary related

Quit smoking/

chewing, drink less

Spend more time

with family/activities

Appreciate and enjoy
life more

Travel more

Find a job

Learn a new sport

or hobby

Be a better
spouse/person

34%

0     10%   20% 30% 40%

16%

6%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

What Does the Coming Year
Hold for Active Americans?
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Who Will Buy—and Why?
What Americans choose to do in their leisure time
has a major impact on two fronts: First, the leisure
market is constantly changing and evolving.  Billions of dol-
lars are at stake as Americans choose their leisure activities—
recreation, sporting events, gardening, team sports, travel,
cooking, skiing and more.  Second, people increasingly iden-
tify themselves based upon what they do in their free time.
Leisure preferences and attitudes are strong marketing and
product development tools—people gravitate to activities,
products and services that speak to their attitudes, wants and
needs. The voice of the leisure consumer is powerful.

For more than 15 years, Leisure Trends Group has
studied leisure motivations and lifestyles with its
innovative LeisureTRAK® study. By watching changes
in consumer perceptions and attitudes toward leisure over
time, Leisure Trends has anticipated and forecasted lifestyle
changes and preferences.

The LeisureTRAK® survey identifies five leisure 
categories or types that span all four generations:
Achievers, Adventurers, Healers, Hubbers, and Spectators.
Each of these types holds a unique outlook on who they are
and what they do with their leisure time.  In addition,
Leisure Trends has identified nine leisure motivations (hot
buttons) that drive leisure time behaviors.

Companies use LeisureTRAK® data to align their
marketing initiatives to be more resonant with specific
customers' types and motivators, whether defining strategic
plans, developing new product, determining appropriate
offers and messages to consumers or staying ahead of the
competition by identifying opportunities and trends.

To learn more about your customer segments, call Leisure
Trends Group today at 888.732.7373. 

Leisure Types and Motivators

Who are the Leisure Types?
I am a Healer

I'm overworked and stressed. Just
let me recover from the workday
grind.

I am a Hubber

My home is the hub of my uni-
verse—not just a place to eat and
sleep.

I am a Spectator

Entertain me.  I don't want to work too hard at
having fun.

I am an Adventurer

I live for new experiences or adventures and the
accompanying adrenaline rush.

I am an Achiever

I love a challenge and the chance to win. I always
strive for a personal best.

What are the Leisure Motivators?
Tenacious mindset: “It ain't over 'til it's

over.” I seek to complete an activity
once started and to gain a sense of
accomplishment.

Recuperative mindset: “The time to relax

is when you don't have time for it.” I
choose leisure activities to relax amid
calm surroundings.

Sociable   mindset: “Party hearty!”

I choose leisure activities to share
experiences with friends.

Intellectual  mindset: “I think, therefore I

am.” I choose leisure activities that force
me to think. I enjoy mental exercise.

Pleasure Seeking mindset: “Don't worry,

be happy.” I choose leisure activities to
look for fun.

Competitive mindset: “Winning isn't

everything, it's the only thing.”
I seek to win on a real or virtual
field—against myself or others.

Escapist mindset: “California dreamin.''

I seek to avoid the stresses of daily life.

Hands-on mindset: “Why have someone

else do it, if you can do it yourself.”

Tinkering is my leisure-time activity.

Ambitious mindset: “Reach for the

stars.” My leisure time activities
contribute to my career or job.


